President’s Commission on the Status of Women
Minutes
10/10/17
Minutes Submitted by: Mary Beth Ray

PCSW Members Present: Wendy Palmquist, Mary Beth Ray Jessica Dutille, Alice Staples, Katie Herzig, Amanda (Student representative), Chantalle Forgues, Ann Jung Matthews

Agenda:

1. Updates:
   a. Jess reports Title 9 updates; PCSW requested to review and provide feedback; Jeanette Wiggett will come to our next meeting
   b. Housing issues: Jess followed up; The issue was lost in change in staffing, but Amanda Grazioso /Dir. Res Life will keep up in the loop about how we can support the effort. Currently, no housing options for undergrads with children. Jess will invite Amanda to our next meeting to discuss our concerns.
   c. General: If you are included on the list and not interested in continuing as a member, please let us know. Bolded names have been confirmed
   
      Current List …
      • Linda Birx
      • Jessica Dutille (Co-Chair)
      • Chantalle R. Forgues
      • Kayla Gaudette
      • Debbie Grotheer
      • Kathleen Herzig
      • Casey Krafton
      • Lauren Lavigne
      • Anne Jung Mathews
      • Wendy Palmquist
      • Mary Beth Ray
      • Alice Staples

2. Development of Work Groups and Collaboration
   • NH Young Women's Conference: Finalize workshops; Recruit people; Make decision about breakfast (Members will chip in/Bring); Tables; Liz Ahl is confirmed to open the with a poem; MB emailed Emma Wright; The Beautiful Project is confirmed; Katie has further notes; Signs, folders, Plates/napkins/cups; Make your mark art activity
Student Forum for collecting concerns and issues: Chantalle is working with Jeanette Wiggett to put together something for Spring.

Theo Kalikow Awards Ceremony: Will come together beginning of Spring.

d. Data Collection: How can we improve on our data collection? Is anyone interested in joining a work group to gather better data on current issues? Open-ended question was not as fruitful as we had hoped.